Mathematical Modeling and Experimental Study of Biomass Combustion in a Thermal 108 MW Grate-Fired Boiler
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Grate boilers are widely used to fire biomass for heat and power production. However, grate-firing systems are often reported to have relatively high unburnout, low efficiency, and high emissions and need to be optimized and modernized. This paper presents the efforts toward a reliable baseline computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model for an industrial biomass-fired grate boiler, which can be used for diagnosis and optimization of the grate boiler as well as the design of new grate boilers. First, on the basis of the design conditions, a thorough sensitivity analysis is done to evaluate the relative importance of different factors in CFD analysis of the grate boiler. In a late stage, a two-day measuring campaign is carried out to measure the gas temperatures and the gas concentrations in the boiler using a fiber optic probe connected to a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. A baseline model is then defined on the basis of the sensitivity analysis and the measurements. The baseline results show an overall acceptable agreement with the measured data and the site observations, indicating that the baseline model is applicable in the optimization of the boiler and the design of new grate boilers. However, at a few measuring locations larger discrepancies between the baseline results and the measurements are still observed. It is mainly because the boundary conditions used in the baseline model could be different from those in the real boiler. For instance, the noncontinuous biomass feeding and grate movement, the combustion instabilities inside the fuel bed, and the irregular deposit formed on the furnace walls and air nozzles all make it difficult to derive the reliable boundary conditions that the CFD modeling requires. The baseline results and the measured results show the mixing and combustion behavior in the ideal furnace and in the real furnace, respectively. The local discrepancies may quantify the effect of the differences in the boundary conditions used in the baseline model and in the real boiler.

Introduction

The worldwide concern about global warming because of the emission of CO$_2$ and other greenhouse gases and the limited availability of fossil fuels has increased the interest in using biomass as a fuel for energy production. Grate-fired systems and fluidized bed combustors are currently the two main competing technologies used to fire biomass alone in large-scale plants for heat and power production, and their main characteristics are well discussed and summarized. A grate furnace can be interpreted as a cross-flow reactor, where solid fuel is fed in a thick layer perpendicular to the primary air (PA) flow. The bottom of the fuel bed is exposed to preheated PA while the top of the bed resides within the furnace. As the first combustion system used for solid fuels, grate boilers are often labeled “high unburnout, low efficiency and high emissions”, which makes the optimization very necessary, in both operation and design. Operation conditions affect greatly the performance of a grate boiler, and operation optimization could be the simplest way to improve the performance of the existing grate boilers. The design of new grate-firing systems can also be modernized, for instance, by optimizing the local furnace geometry (e.g., arch, nose, or neck), using advanced air supply systems, and improving the fuel feeding and grate systems. The optimization in operation and design can greatly increase efficiency, lower emissions (e.g., the pollutants as a result of incomplete combustion, NO$_x$, and dioxins), and mitigate other related problems (e.g., ash particle carry-over, deposition, and...
corrosion) in biomass-fired grate boilers.\textsuperscript{26-24} Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling is an efficient way to optimize combustion systems. Compared to modeling of suspension combustion systems, CFD modeling of biomass-fired grate furnaces is inherently more difficult because of the complexity of the solid biomass bed on the grate, the turbulent reacting flow in the freeboard, and the intensive interaction between them.

The objective of this paper is to establish a reliable baseline CFD model for a thermal 108 MW (108MW\textsubscript{th}) biomass-fired grate boiler, which can be used for diagnosis and optimization of this boiler and design of new grate boilers. The CFD analysis is based on the commercial code FLUENT. First, a sensitivity analysis is done on the basis of the design conditions of the boiler to evaluate the effects of different factors in CFD modeling of grate boilers. A two-day measuring campaign is carried out in a late stage to measure the local gas temperatures and concentrations as well as the deposit growth, to collect the operating parameters, and to observe the overall mixing and combustion pattern in the boiler. On the basis of the sensitivity analysis and the measurements, a baseline CFD model is finally defined. The baseline results are compared to the measured data and the site observations.

**Sensitivity Analysis of CFD Modeling**

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the factors that may be important in modeling of biomass-fired grate boilers. All the simulations in this section are based on the design conditions in the ideal boiler, which could be different from the real conditions during the measuring campaign. On the basis of the sensitivity analysis and the measurement, a baseline CFD model is defined later. Because of the different conditions, the CFD results in this section and in the baseline section are not necessarily comparable.

In this section, the biomass-fired grate boiler under study is introduced first, followed by the modeling methodology used in this paper. Then among all other factors (e.g., inlet diffusion and discretization), the effects of meshes, models for the fuel bed, turbulence, and combustion are highlighted.

**108MW\textsubscript{th} Biomass-Fired Grate Boiler under Study.** The grate boiler, built in 1999 with the designed output of 35 MW electricity and 50 MJ/s heat, is sketched in Figure 1, in which the capital letters (A–L) indicate the measuring ports used in the measuring campaign. See Figure 1s in the Supporting Information for a clearer view of the different processes in this grate boiler.

Four independent water-cooled vibrating grates between the two side walls reside at the bottom in the furnace, exposed directly to the flame and the furnace walls. The grate is made of panel walls with drilled holes in the fins for the PA. The grate is one of the boiler pressure parts, and they are connected to furnace walls by flexible connection pipes which are designed for the vibrations. Four separate feeding lines feed biomass (wheat straw here) into the boiler onto the four grates from the front wall. The grate surface vibrates at high frequency and low amplitudes for about 2\% of the time to move the solids forward. As biomass moves forward on the grates, it undergoes a series of conversion processes (i.e., evaporation, pyrolysis, combustion

![Figure 1. Sketch of the biomass grate-fired boiler and indication of the measuring ports.](image)

![Figure 2. Modeling methodology for biomass-fired grate boilers.](image)
of the released volatiles, and burning of biomass char). Finally, biomass ash is discharged into the ash pit at the end of the grates. To improve the mixing and combustion in the freeboard, totally about 240 secondary air (SA) and overfire air (OFA) nozzles are arranged on the front wall and the rear wall in the boiler.

**Modeling Methodology.** Modeling of a biomass grate-fired boiler involves biomass combustion inside the fuel bed on the grate and gas-phase reactions in the freeboard. The two processes are strongly coupled by the combustion gas leaving the fuel bed into the freeboard and the radiative heat flux emitted by the flame and furnace walls onto the fuel bed, as depicted in Figure 2.

The coupled bed model/CFD approach, as successfully applied elsewhere,\(^{18,25}\) is used in this study:

Step 1: on the basis of the data of biomass, PA, and incident radiative heat flux, a bed model is solved for the profile of temperature, velocity, and concentrations of combustion gas leaving the fuel bed into the freeboard.

Step 2: CFD modeling of the gas mixing and combustion in the freeboard is carried out, using the output of the bed model as the grate inlet conditions. The CFD solution will give an updated radiative heat flux incident onto the fuel bed.

Step 3: repeat the above two steps until there is no substantial change in either the combustion gas leaving the fuel bed or the radiative heat flux incident onto the fuel bed.

**On Computational Meshes.** The effect of the computational meshes is studied by varying the grid density and the grid quality. The amount of cells investigated for this boiler varies from about 0.5 M to about 4 M. The two meshes whose results are shown in this paper are as follows:

1. **Mesh-I:** It is a pure hexahedron mesh created by dividing the boiler geometry into thousands of individual small sections or volumes, meshing them individually, and then merging the mesh. It is a high-quality mesh that resolves the geometric features quite well and the main flow physics to a reasonable degree of accuracy. The local close-up of the mesh can be seen in Figure 2s in the Supporting Information. Table 1 lists the type and amount of cells, as well as the grid quality report.

2. **Mesh-II:** It is a hybrid unstructured tetrahedron-dominant mesh in which local boundary layer and sizing functions are used. It may be the traditional mesh scheme used for the modeling of grate furnaces because such a mesh can be generated in the least amount of time. The type and amount of cells of this mesh, as well as the grid quality, are also shown in Table 1.

Here only the equi-angle skew is given in Table 1, as an example of the grid quality specification. The equi-angle skew represents a normalized measure of skewness, which is defined as follows:

\[
Q_{EAS} = \max \left( \frac{\theta_{\text{max}} - \theta_{\text{eq}}}{180 - \theta_{\text{eq}}} - \frac{\theta_{\text{eq}} - \theta_{\text{min}}}{180 - \theta_{\text{eq}}} \right)
\]

where \(\theta_{\text{max}}\) and \(\theta_{\text{min}}\) are the maximum and minimum angles (in degrees), respectively, between the edges of the element and \(\theta_{\text{eq}}\) is the characteristic angle corresponding to an equilateral cell of similar form: \(\theta_{\text{eq}} = 60\) for tetrahedral elements and \(\theta_{\text{eq}} = 90\) for hexahedral elements. By definition, \(0 \leq Q_{EAS} \leq 1\), where \(Q_{EAS} = 0\) describes an equilateral element and \(Q_{EAS} = 1\) describes a completely degenerate (poorly shaped) element.

**On Biomass Bed Models.** The fuel bed models play an important role in the modeling of grate boilers because they provide the fuel inlet conditions for the freeboard modeling. Three different approaches on how to treat the fuel bed can be found in literature.

 Fluent’s porous-media model is used to study the solid-refuse bed on top of a roller grate. The results obtained from this modeling are used as the inlet conditions for the modeling of the freeboard region.\(^{26}\)

---


---


More typically, freeboard modeling treats the fuel bed by using inlet conditions based on experience or measurements. When the combustion rate is prescribed as a function of the position on the grate, inlet conditions (e.g., temperature, velocity, and individual species concentrations) can be calculated from the overall heat and mass balances of the fuel components and the PA.\textsuperscript{7,11,15,20,21,27–29}

Recently, separate bed models have been developed and solved to track the ignition front and the combustion front inside fuel beds, as well as the temperatures, species, and velocity at the fuel bed top: the latter is used as the inlet condition for the freeboard modeling.\textsuperscript{10,13,18,19,25,30} Because of the complexity of the fuel bed, there are some uncertainties, and simplifications are needed to make the modeling possible. To justify the simplifications or to study the sensitivities of key parameters, some numerical studies are successfully done to investigate the influence of biomass properties (e.g., moisture content, particle size, density, solid conductivity, and heating value) and of process parameters (e.g., heat and mass transfer rates, bed porosity, devolatilization rate, PA flow rate, and heat capacity of both the gas and the solid phases).\textsuperscript{31–36}

In principle, the third approach is similar to the first one: the first one is commercial code-based while the third one is in-house code developed by different researchers. Here, the second and the third approaches are used to investigate the effect of bed models in grate boiler simulations.

(1) Bed Model-I: on the basis of the experience and the design of this grate boiler, the biomass conversion rate is prescribed as a function of the position on the grate, as shown in Figure 3. Then, the inlet conditions of the combustion gas released from the fuel bed into the freeboard can be calculated from the overall heat and mass balances of the biomass, PA, and incident radiation heat flux. Figure 4 shows the calculated profile of gas species, velocity, and temperature at the fuel bed top.

(2) Bed Model-II: it is a one-dimensional transient fixed-bed model. The transport equations are solved for the gas and particle phases, separately. Submodels (e.g., evaporation, pyrolysis, combustion of volatiles, and char oxidation) are
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solved for the source terms in the transport equations. Empirical correlations are used to calculate, for example, physical properties, chemical reaction rates, mixing rates, and heat transfer between the two phases. The time elapsed since ignition is mapped to the horizontal position on the grate by the bed moving speed. The model is partly validated by the experimental data from a laboratory-scale fixed-bed test rig. All the details about the governing equations, properties, submodels, and kinetics, as well as the sensitivities of some parameters, are given and explained in ref 36. Here, it is used to provide another profile of gas species, velocity, and temperature at the bed top, as shown in Figure 5.

As seen in Figure 5, the temperature peak predicted by Bed Model-II could be too high. However, the main concern here is not to conclude how accurate the bed models are. Instead, Bed Model-II is used in this paper just to provide different grate inlet conditions for the sensitivity analysis and to examine how significantly the bed models will affect the overall CFD results of the grate boiler.

On Turbulence Models. The standard $k-\varepsilon$ (SKE) model is the most widely used turbulence model in industrial applications. However, it has some deficiencies; for instance, it cannot guarantee the positivity of normal stresses or Schwarz’s inequality of shear stresses.37 For the SKE model, the normal stress will be negative (i.e., $\bar{u}^2<0$) in flows with high strain rates, which is of course unphysical,

$$\frac{k \partial U}{\varepsilon \partial x} > \frac{1}{3C_{\mu}} \left( \frac{1}{3 \times 0.09} \right) = 3.7 \quad (2)$$

where $k$, $\varepsilon$, $C_{\mu}$, and $\partial U/\partial x$ represent turbulent kinetic energy, energy dissipation rate, SKE model constant, and velocity gradient, respectively.

A realizable $k-\varepsilon$ (RKE) model is developed to address the deficiencies of the SKE model. The RKE model generally has a better performance than the SKE model. In industrial boilers, zones of large strain rates are normally demanded by design to improve mixing and combustion. Therefore, the RKE model is expected to produce a better solution.

On Combustion Models. Finite rate/eddy dissipation (ED) using a two-step reaction with CO as the intermediate species is employed here as the combustion model. For this model, overpredicted flame temperature peak is an inherent problem for the following reasons: (1) The chemistry is described only by a two-step global mechanism without accounting for the intermediate species or the dissociation effects that occur at high temperatures. The chemical heat tied up in chemical bonds will be released as sensible heat. Therefore, the flame temperature is most likely to be overpredicted. (2) The default values for the $A$ and $B$ constants in the ED model could be too aggressively set. There is no theoretical background for the default values ($A = 4$ and $B = 0.5$) to be valid for general applications. Effects of the two constants in the ED model are studied here.

For $1$ kg Fuel + $r_i$ kg Oxidizer = $(1 + r_i)$ kg Product, the fuel combustion rate in kg/(m$^3$·s) calculated by the ED model is

$$R_{comb} = \min\left( A Y_F, A \frac{Y_{XO}}{Y_{FR}}, A \frac{Y_{FR}}{1 + Y_{FR}} \right) \quad (3)$$

where $Y_F$, $Y_{XO}$, and $Y_{FR}$ represent the mass fraction of fuel, oxidizer, and product, respectively. The reaction heat, proportional to the combustion rate, is an important source in the energy equation. So, the calculated flame temperature peak could be tuned down by reducing the constant $A$ in the ED model. In this paper, the constant $A$ is adjusted by matching the calculated temperature peak to the measurements and the observation.

Table 3. Cases Used for the Sensitivity Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grid</th>
<th>case 1</th>
<th>case 2</th>
<th>case 3</th>
<th>case 4</th>
<th>case 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bed model</td>
<td>Mesh-I</td>
<td>Mesh-II</td>
<td>Mesh-I</td>
<td>Mesh-I</td>
<td>Mesh-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbulence model</td>
<td>Bed Model-I</td>
<td>Bed Model-I</td>
<td>Bed Model-II</td>
<td>Bed Model-I</td>
<td>Bed Model-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant $A$ in ED</td>
<td>SKE</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>SKE</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gas combustion radiation</td>
<td>finite rate/ED (with default $B$); a two-step reaction with CO as intermediate species</td>
<td>discrete ordinates model; domain-based WSGGM for absorption coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superheaters (SH) biomass particles</td>
<td>SH-2 and SH-3 are modeled as slabs of fixed temperatures; SH-1 and ECO2: porous zones</td>
<td>no particles entrained into freeboard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are still similar in the two cases. This could be attributed to the large amounts of air jets of high velocity, which affect significantly the mixing and combustion patterns in the freeboard.

The detailed CFD results of other cases are not shown here. From the sensitivity analysis, the following conclusions could be drawn.

(1) The mesh is one of the most important factors in CFD modeling. To achieve reliable CFD results, a mesh of high density and high quality is preferred. A good mesh should be able to adequately resolve the geometric features, as well as the main flow physics in the geometry. Mesh-I is employed to establish the baseline CFD model.

(2) The bed model plays an important role in modeling of grate boilers. It provides the grate inlet conditions for the freeboard modeling. Chemical reactions in the freeboard may be quite sensitive to the grate inlet conditions. However, in terms of the overall flow pattern and temperature distribution in the freeboard, the bed model might not be as important as the mesh: Its main influence is restricted to the vicinity of the fuel bed. Experience- or measurements-based bed models have been proven quite robust and useful in studying biomass combustion in industrial grate boilers, for instance, in the recent works.7,11,15 Moreover, the noncontinuous biomass feeding and the combustion instabilities inside the fuel bed, as well as the uncertainties with the grate movement and the fuel bed properties, make it hard to derive a reliable and robust bed model. In this study, Bed Model-I is used to define the baseline CFD model.
Turbulence models make some differences in the CFD results but not as significantly as the mesh and bed model. RKE is the favorite model in the simulation of a combustor in which recirculation zones exist. RKE is used in the baseline CFD model in this study, while SKE is only used for a reference.

Different values of the constant $A$ in the ED model give rise to some differences in the calculated gas temperatures as a result of the different reaction rates determined by eq 3. Using the ED model with the default constants $A$ and $B$ results in a too high flame peak in this freeboard, about 2266 K as seen in Figures 6 and 7. By adjusting $A$ to 0.6, the flame peak can be reduced to about 2000 K, which is more reasonable for such a biomass-fired grate boiler.

Experimental Study

Compared with the modeling efforts, there are few experimental works in the literature that study the mixing, combustion, and deposition in full-scale industrial biomass-fired grate boilers.

In this work, the gas temperature and concentrations ($\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{CO}, \text{CO}_2$) are measured simultaneously using a fiber optic probe connected to a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The experimental setup and a close-up view of the probe head are shown in Figure 9. First, the gas temperature is found by simple means from the $\text{CO}_2$ band at 2300 cm$^{-1}$. Usually the $\text{CO}_2$ concentration in flue gas drops in the range from 8% (for gas combustion) to 13% (for coal combustion), which leads to errors in the temperature measurement less than 3.4 at 800 °C. Then, the transmittance spectra are calculated knowing the gas temperature and correcting for the background. The gas concentrations ($\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{CO}, \text{CO}_2$) are determined by comparing the transmittance spectra with a spectroscopic database and validation measurements using the Hotgas facility. The accuracy of the measured $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ concentration can be improved by replacing the Hitemp database with the measured spectra from the hot gas cell. Better quality $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ reference spectra will also give rise to more accurate $\text{CO}_2$ and CO measurements as a result of the overlapping $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ lines. The details of this measuring technique can be seen in refs 40 and 41.

In this paper, the measured gas temperature and water vapor volume fraction are used for CFD validation because they are among those determined first from the measured raw data and may have less errors.

Baseline CFD Model: Results and Discussion

On the basis of the above sensitivity analysis and the two-day measuring campaign, a baseline CFD model is defined for 100% load. The main data of the boiler (e.g., water, steam, biomass, air, and flue gas) are given in Table 4. Figure 10 shows the final output of the bed model after several switches between the bed model and the freeboard CFD modeling.

Calibration of the Baseline Model. Table 5 shows part of the calibration results for the baseline CFD model. The expected values in the table are either directly from or calculated from the plant control system data. The overall heat balance is also checked for the baseline results. The calibration results are quite satisfactory. Then, the CFD results are compared to the measured data.

Validation of the Baseline Results. Figure 11 shows part of the validation results, where the baseline results are compared against the FTIR measurements at a few representative ports. Here, Port K (center) and Port K (right) represent the port just at the center between the two side walls and the port close to
the right side wall, respectively (see Figure 1 for the elevation of Port K). Because the measuring volume is a slab of inhomogeneous gas at highly turbulent conditions over a 25 cm path, two gas temperatures are estimated from the measured spectra. One is the average temperature (labeled “Measured T”), and the other is the highest value detected over the 25 cm path (labeled “Measured T_max”).

The validation shows or reveals the following issues:

(1) Differences exist between the SKE-based and the RKE-based results: the latter shows a better agreement with the measurements in the tendency than the former, as expected.

(2) At most of the measuring ports, the baseline results show an overall acceptable agreement with the measurements in both the gas temperature and the vapor fraction.

(3) However, relatively big discrepancies are still observed at a few measuring ports. Among all the ports, the largest discrepancy is found at port K (center), that is, in Figure 11c. The large discrepancies are thoroughly examined from both the modeling and the measuring sides. The errors from the modeling side could have been minimized through the efforts in the sensitivity analysis and the above calibration. The measurement technique is well validated, and the error from the measuring side could also play a minor role. For instance, the Hitemp database is currently used for the quantification for H2O in the flue gas, which may overestimate H2O and CO2 concentrations to a limited extent.

(4) The discrepancies are believed to be mainly due to the boundary conditions used in the baseline CFD model. Some of the boundary conditions are quite hard to determine for a biomass-fired grate boiler in operation and could be very different from the real conditions for some reasons, for instance, (1) noncontinuous feeding of biomass into the real boiler. The real feeding of biomass is far from being continuous and uniform while the modeling is based on the mean feeding rate averaged over the entire grate area during the measuring period. In the real boiler, the fuel feeding rates onto the two center lines could be bigger than those onto the two side lines, leading to higher gas temperatures at the center. This may explain why the measured temperatures at port K (center) are much higher than those predicted by the baseline model. Another reason is (2) combustion instabilities in the fuel bed. The instabilities are very common for grate boilers. Ten grate boilers from five manufacturing companies, using various types of fuel mixtures, have been visited and investigated for this issue.42 In all except one of the ten furnaces, combustion disturbances are encountered. The most common disturbance in the inventory is local burnouts inside the fuel bed, that is, areas where the intensity of the combustion is higher than in the surrounding areas. The local burnouts could be responsible for the elevated emissions of pollutants and the increased material wear. The second common
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Table 4. Main Data of the Biomass-Fired Grate Boiler at 100% Load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed water temperature [°C]</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main steam Q [ton/h]/P [bar]/T [°C]</td>
<td>144/300/540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total PA/total SA [kg/s]</td>
<td>19.41/27.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA and SA temperature [°C]</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas temperature after air heater [°C]</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHV [MJ/kg, AR]</td>
<td>15.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2 fraction after ECO2 [vol %]</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall heat balance check of CFD results</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall heat imbalance percentage</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 5. Calibration of the Baseline CFD Results for 100% Load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>CFD</th>
<th>Overall Heat Balance Check of CFD Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat at furnace rear wall [MW]</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at furnace side walls [MW]</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>100.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at furnace front wall [MW]</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at crossover and rear pass [MW]</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>-78.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at SH2 [MW]</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td>15.82</td>
<td>-32.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at SH3 [MW]</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas temperature after ECO2 [K]</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2 fraction after ECO2 [vol %]</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 10. Final grate inlet conditions used in the baseline CFD model.

---

disturbance in the inventory is the channeling effect at the bounding furnace wall. The tendency to create burnouts and channeling is amplified by a spatially uneven fuel bed thickness. These combustion instabilities, as shown in Figure 12, also make it difficult to estimate reliable grate inlet conditions for the freeboard modeling. The last reason is (3) deposit formed on the furnace walls and the air nozzles. Deposition formation is another common problem in biomass-fired grate boilers. The pictures taken from this boiler (Figure 13) show the deposit formed on the rear wall and on the air nozzles in this furnace. The irregular deposit makes it hard or even impossible to define the precise wall and air-jets condition in the CFD modeling.

In the baseline model, the air-jets orientation and momentum are determined from the designed values in a clean boiler, without considering any deviation due to the deposit at the nozzle exit.

The discrepancies between the baseline results and the measurements could be understood. Even though the discrepancies exist, the baseline model still captures the main mixing and combustion features in the boiler: the baseline results show an overall acceptable agreement with the measurements at most of the ports and the site observations.

Discussion of the Baseline Results. The baseline results on four representative cross sections are presented here. $Z = 0.2125$ m is a vertical cross section near the center plane between two side walls; $Z = 3.6125$ m is close to the plane where Port K (right) is located; $Y = 8.075$ m is the horizontal cross section where Ports C and D lie; $Y = 10.1$ m is the section where the OFA nozzles are located. See Figure 3s in the Supporting Information for a better view of these cross sections in the grate boiler.
Figures 14 and 15 show the flow, temperature, and oxygen distribution on the two vertical cross sections, respectively. Mixing is always important for combustors. The results show that the overall mixing in the design boiler is acceptable. Too large a recirculation zone on the vertical planes is not observed in the radiation pass of the design boiler, which usually makes the main flow of combustion gas confined into a high-speed narrow stream, shortens the residence time of combustible gas, worsens the mixing, and finally degrades the performance of the boiler. The mixing in the primary combustion zone is good as a result of the reasonable design of the local furnace geometry and the large amounts of air jets. The results indicate some small local recirculation zones in the vertical planes, which can improve local mixing. The existence of a high-speed, high-O\textsubscript{2} gas stream along the front wall, produced by the baseline model, shown in Figures 14c and 15c, is well confirmed by the measurements and site observations. The existence of such a stream is not good for the mixing and combustion in the burnout zone.

Figure 16 shows the velocity, gas temperature, mass fraction of oxygen, and volume fraction of water vapor on the two horizontal cross sections in the boiler. Rotating flows on horizontal sections are highly desired: they can enhance mixing, increase the residence time of the combustibles in the burnout zone, make the temperature distribution uniform, and create good burnout. The stronger the rotating flow is, the slower the rotation will decay in the radiation pass and the better the burnout performance will be. The spacing, momentum, and arrangement of the air jets are very important for improving the mixing and combustion in the furnace. Too small a spacing between adjacent air jets will make them affected by each other and deteriorate the mixing. The results on plane $Y = 8.075$ m indicates that the jet spacing may be reasonable but that the jet momentum seems weak. Fewer but stronger jets could sometimes result in a better mixing than more but weaker jets. The OFA nozzle arrangement used in this boiler is favorable for enhancing mixing because the staggered OFA jets tend to create a double rotating flow on the horizontal cross section. However, Figure 16 e shows that the double rotating flow on this cross section is not as strong as designed, which implies that the spacing and the momentum of the OFA jets in the boiler could be optimized.

**Conclusions**

A significant effort, in both modeling and experimentation, has been made toward a reliable baseline CFD model for a 108MW\textsubscript{th} biomass-fired grate boiler, which can be used for diagnosis and optimization of this boiler and design of new grate boilers. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

1. Gas temperature and composition in biomass-fired boilers can be measured optically with an FTIR fiber optic probe. The available measuring ports restrict the zones in the boiler that can be mapped. The experimental setup needs to be extended for the measurements of O\textsubscript{2} (as well as NO and SO\textsubscript{2}) by using UV spectroscopy, since oxygen cannot be detected by FTIR.
The reliability of the baseline CFD model depends largely on the quality of the raw input data, the mesh, and the models, as well as the numerical methods, all of which should be correctly accounted for. The sensitivity analysis based on the design conditions indicates that the meshes, models for the fuel bed, turbulence, and combustion, discretization schemes, and inlet diffusion all play important roles in CFD modeling of grate boilers, among which the mesh could play an even more important role than the bed model in terms of the overall mixing and combustion patterns in the freeboard. The comparison between the baseline CFD model and the measurements reveals that the raw input data might be the main challenge in establishing a reliable baseline model for biomass-fired grate boilers, as a result of the large uncertainties in the biomass feeding and grate movement, the process parameters and physical properties of the biomass bed on the grate, the combustion instabilities inside the fuel bed, and the deposit formed on the walls and the air nozzles.

At a few ports, large discrepancies between the baseline results and the measurements are observed, mainly as a result of the differences between the boundary conditions used in the simulations and the real conditions in the boiler. Nevertheless, the baseline model still shows an overall acceptable agreement with the measurements and the site observations. The overall mixing in the boiler is good: too large a recirculation zone is not observed on the vertical cross sections in the radiation pass. However, the mixing could be further improved by optimization of the air jets (e.g., the spacing, arrangement, location, momentum, and even the split of SA/PA), as well as the local arches of the boiler. The high-speed, high-oxygen gas stream along the front wall in the current boiler should be attenuated. A stronger double rotating flow should be enhanced on horizontal cross sections in the burnout zone. Preliminary optimizations are to be done on the basis of the baseline model.

More efforts are needed in both the modeling and the experimentation. First, advanced monitoring and testing are needed to provide the modeling with the reliable inputs, for example, the biomass feeding and grate movement characteristics, the process parameters and physical properties of the biomass bed on the grate, the air jets, and the wall conditions, as well as the effects of deposit on them. Second, a more robust and reliable bed model is yet to be developed, for instance, by considering the transient features of the biomass feeding and grate movement, by accounting for the key instabilities in the fuel bed, by checking the species and energy balance, by including the necessary chemistry (e.g., N- or Cl-related reactions), and by a sensitivity analysis of the uncertainties with the bed model to derive a simplified, robust, and reliable bed model. Third, the CFD modeling needs to be extended to other topics of interest (e.g., dioxin/furan emissions) once the fundamental combustion chemistry knowledge is gained.
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Figure 16. Baseline results at Y = 8.075 and Y = 10.1 m, respectively.